The Virgin's cycle

of the next painting whose diagonal structure is
unusual and effective.

5.

Mary at the temple is represented in an
im press ive
attitude
whic h
reveals
reminiscences of Tiziano and Tintoretto while
Sanmicheli inspired the grandeur of the temple
structure and the wideness of space.

6.
1.

The Virgin's cycle develops from the
eastern wall with a biblical scene The
Expulsion of Joachim from the Temple.
This panel makes evident the Varotari's
preference for strong intense colours which
denotes his Verona origin but also recalls the
Venetian painting school of Tintoretto.

2.

In the following painting Joachim
between Shepherds, Varotari shows a
remarkable ability in portraying animals and in
so doing, he anticipates the seventeenth
century Italian movement of animalists.

3.

In Joachim meets Anne at the Golden
Gate Varotari gives an
essay of his skills in
representing animals as well
as architectural elements of
la nds c ap e. His to u c h
reminds us of Tiziano's
pictures but reveals also
Veronese's influence. The
urban landscape in the
background
recalls,
Varotari's hometown Verona.

4.

In The Virgin's nativity Varotari builds
up an interior and the balance between
parts and figure is well controlled. The
iconography follows the pattern of Tintoretto's
"Nativity of the Baptist" now at St. Zaccaria's
in Venice. The fair stone framing the door at
the back as well as the high window are worth
a note. The Blessed Virgin Mary is the focus

Baldo's and Sibilla's portrait is the largest
on the southern wall of the
Sala Capitolare. Behind the
couple in the background are
the Hospital the Church and the
Convent, the picture of Sibilla
has been mostly restored while
Baldo's says a lot about the rich
gentleman. The two large
volutes in yellow clay are worth
mentioning. They frame two
swags of fruit, flowers and
leaves in the style of the decorations of Villa
EmoCapodilista at Montecchia.

7.

On the contrary, Varotari masters a close,
restricted space in the Presenting Zachary
with a branch in blossom. Varotari is very clever
in painting so many figures in such a narrow
space; some are packed on a high red marbled
podium, some stand on the right among which is
Joseph. One should notice the lightness of the
touch in painting the ruin at the
back of Joseph.

8.

The Virgin's wedding is
well composed but the
figures are quite mannerist. The
shades are too strong and the
patterns seem stiff except the
woman on the far right whose
agility and ease are
remarkable.

9.

The Annunciation is generally regarded as
the least important of the cycle but it is
interesting from the cultural point of view: the
pieces of furniture are masterfully represented.

10.

Mary paying a visit to Elizabeth can be
divided into two parts: one in the
foreground and in shadow, the other in the

distance and good light. The most appreciable part
of the picture includes the white temple, the hills,
Joseph and the donkey which are very delicate.
The maid behind the column recalls Veronese's
style.

11.

Varotari manages to combine his
expressive skills with the pathos of the
event in St. Joseph's death. By means of strong
colours and dark shades he
suggests the high intensity of
the moment. The focus is
centred on the angel, which
spreads a ghostly light upon, the
dark room and the nightly slopes
similar to those of Tintoretto.
The Virgin is praying on the left
and her back is struck by the
violence of the light which falls
also 6n the green rough
tablecloth and on the still life. Although the scene is
dramatic it has nevertheless a domestic atmosphere.

12.

On the contrary Varotari deliberately
avoided any dramatic detail and gave The
Virgin's death a sense of solemn peace by
representing the event in a cold but impressive
elegance.

13.

The Assumption ends the cycle. Here the
Virgin has the same attitude as in the
Baldo and Sibilla's portraits, which open the series

Text: Gianfranco Maritan
Traslatino: Rachel Toulmin

The Building

T

hanks to Baldo and Sibilla dei Bonafaris' bequests, a group of buildings, including a
church, a hospital and a convent, was founded in
1414 on an area corresponding to a block between Via San Francesco, Via del Santo and Via Galileo Galilei. It was called "Scuola della Carità".
The pious couple, buried in the nearby St. Francis's in 1418, intended to give support to laic
people in need as well as to the Franciscan Order,
so "Scuola della Carità" is the oldest laic confraternity in Padua.
Whereas the name of the architect is not recorded (Matteus from Ravenna is just mentioned as
"Magister murarius") it is certain that Dario Varotari from Verona painted twelve panels in 1579 making up the cycle of the "Virgin's life"

Informations

LEGAMBIENTE - Salvalarte

L

e
Parrocchia San Francesco

egambiente is the most widely distributed environmental association in Italy (with 1000 local
sections and 110,000 members and supporters). For
some years it has been campaigning on behalf of
sustainable development, based on the defence and
the enhancement of the environment and of the artistic monuments with which Italy is richly endowed.

“Cigni in Città" (City Swans) is the name of a group
of volonteers created by the Paduan section of Legambiente, to make known certain historical monuments in 'unknown' Padua and to draw attention to
the artistic wealth of our town, all too often neglected
and forgotten.

A

t present our volonteers are helping to guarantee
access to the Scuola della Carità and the Oratory of S. Margherita di Antiochia, in Via San Francesco, Roman Bridge of San Lorenzo, in Riviera dei
Ponti Romani.

F

English

SCUOLA
DELLA
CARITÀ

urther information is provided by our website :
http://www.legambientepadova.it
Phone: +39 049 8561212

Visiting hours in the week day
Scuola della Carità
Thursday- Friday - Saturday : 10.00/12.00 - 16.00/18.00

Oratorio of Santa Margherita
From Tuesday to Friday :
Monday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday :

10.00/12.00
16.00/18.00

S. Lorenzo Bridge

Coat of arm: Scuola della Carità

Is a present closed for restoration

The opening timetables are
maintained compatibly with
the availability of the volunteers

Via San Francesco, 63 - Padova
Phone: 049 8750751

